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Climate Change
The temperature’s rising – storms are forming,
We’re in the midst of global warming,
What have we done to the atmosphere?
How did this happen? How did we get here?
CO2 and methane and other greenhouse gases,
Build up in the atmosphere through which sunlight passes,
Hitting the Earth and reflecting back into space,
But this gas layer becomes like a greenhouse case.
Increasing gas concentrations - a chemical reshape,
All reflected heat is not allowed to escape,
If we don’t’ reduce these greenhouse gases,
This warming will kick our collective asses.
Since 1900 our temperature’s been rising,
Up one degree centigrade – I’m not lying,
And that temperature will go way on up,
If we don’t control our emissions blow-up.
When the atmosphere heats up, so does the sea,
Increasing the fuel for hurricane intensity,
More heat, more fuel and stronger circulation,
Inexorably increasing the threat to habitation.
And then there’s the problem of the ice,
For as it melts, we will pay the price,
If Greenland and Antarctica have ice-melt spasms,
It will plunge our coastlines into flooding chasms.
And think of the currents around the Earth,
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The jet stream is one that has great worth,
These currents get changed by temperature differences,
And then they wobble causing bad occurrences.
The threats are real but so are solutions,
They involve evolution and not revolution,
There is no need for ill will or histrionics,
We can manage this change with new economics.
At Earth Church we want to stop global warming,
And protect the habitat that it is harming,
We are hurting the source of our very being,
Let’s stop this nonsense and get on with winning.
So welcome to Earth Church,
Pull yourself up a pew,
Here we fight global warming,
And will win for you.

